REDSAND SAFARIS
SHOT PLACEMENT
South Africa has such a diverse arrange of habitat and not one
rifle is perfect for all these different conditions. We at Red sand
safaris have a broad knowledge basis of setups because of the
amount and different species we as a hunting company have
guided and hunted ourselves. We do our recommendations
based on years of combined hunting experience. We recommend
that for plains game species in the bushveldt that the hunter use
a premium grade bullet with a total weight of noting less than
143 grains to a maximum of 300 grains. The specific rifle and
bullet combination will vary based on the specific species you
are trying to hunt. The shot placement and caliber
recommendation is only a guideline, your Outfitter will discuss
in detail the different options you have in order to set you up for
the best chance of success.

Shot Placement on African Game
The good news is that most of
the African plains game animals
share a very similar shot
placement and there are only a
few rules to follow when trying to
hunt these tough animals.
Broadside shot placement will be
straight up the front leg going up
1/3 from the belly of the animal.
This will ensure you have a high
probability success rate shot and
it gives you the most forgiveness
in elevation and windage.
On quartering away shots the
hunter can stick to the 1/3 from
the bottom and either shoot for
the opposite front leg on the
other side of the animal and in
steep away angles shoot between
the 2 front legs.
During the hunt there will be
multiple opportunities to observe
and "dry run" hunting scenarios
as not every opportunity will be a
shooting opportunity, so if you
still have any questions, feel free
to ask your outfitter and guide.
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These animals will include:
Warthog, Impala,
Blesbuck, Springbuck,
Dyker, Gemsbuck,
Redhartebeest & Nyala
These animals can be hunted with
anything from a 6.5 creedmoor and up
shooting a 140gr or heavier bullet. The
average shooting distance is below
the 250yard range and we recommend
muzzle velocity below 3000fps.
These are also our most abundant
species and a hunter will have multiple
opportunities at these animals

Large plains game
The large plains game animals
include: Blue wildebeest, Zebra,
Waterbuck, Kudu, Sable & Roan
For these animals we urge the
hunter to use a caliber that can
shoot a 165gr or heavier projectile.
For the Large plains game animals the
heavier the better. Just make sure you
are comfortable with to shoot the
intended rifle because a well placed
bullet will always be superior.
The only exclusion would be Eland,
they are very tough and big. We
recommend a 30cal bullet of more
than 200gr for these big guys.

DIFFERENT HUNTING STYLES
AND SHOOTING DISTANCES
Rifle hunting: Training how you hunt is a important
factor when preparing for your safari. At RSS the rifle
hunting will be spot and stalk where we drive to a
area glass and stalk different game animals.
Depending on the terrain and animals you can
expect shots to be between 70-200 yards. We very
seldom shoot shots further that 250 yards but it is
possible. Shot distances also depend on the
competency of the hunter.
Our brush and grass keeps us off the ground when
hunting, we use shooting sticks or a lightweight tripod and shoot standing up, make sure you
practice shooting from a standing position.
RSS has a 800 yard shooting range with steel and
paper targets, you will have the opportunity to check
zero on your rifle and practice with the different
gear you will need.
Bowhunting: For bowhunting we hunt from very well
placed ground blinds and treestands overlooking
waterholes with mineral lick. Shot distances are vary
between 12-30 yards depending on the capabilities
of the bowhunter and the specific species you are
after. Make sure you practice shooting standing,
sitting and elevated positions.

Modern Tripods form a integral part of
hunting at RSS. Feel free to bring your own
tripod which you are comfortable with.
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Shooting sticks are lightweight and
easy to deploy in a fast shooting
situation, make sure you practice
with them on the RSS range

Brady Speth
Brady Speth- Tuscan Arizona
Brady has shot multiple African plains game
with RSS over 4 trips. He uses a 28 Nosler for
the small and medium plains game animals
and a 338 Lapua for the tougher animals. He
shoots Hornady ELDX bullets in both rifles.
Brady uses the 28 Nosler to hunt back home
and has a tremendous amount of confidence
in the rifle, that is one of the reasons why he
is so successful with it on the African plains.

Paul Dallin and sons
Paul is a very good hunter and shoots
alot of competition in many formats back
in the US. Along with his 2 sons they
harvested alot of different plains game
species on their trip to RSS.
The used 2 rifles, one in 6.5 creedmoor
and the other a 7 SAUM. Both rifles
performed very well and because his 2
sons where the main hunters for the
Scott Satterlee needs no introduction as trip, the low recoiling calibers made for
he is very well known in almost all
very accurate shots even out to distance.
hunting and shooting circles.
He enjoys shooting a bigger style caliber
and harvested all his animals with a 300
win mag and 375 ruger, using 200gr
ELDx bullets and 300gr Nosler
accubonds out of the 375. Scott shoots
very regularly and can manage the heavy
recoil of these calibers. Practicing before
your safari with your intended rifle is key
to success.

Scott Satterlee

